Waves
creating time and
quality of life

Quality prefinishing to solve those spray shop delays
Where is the bottleneck in your production? What is it that slows everything down?
All jobs can by-pass a bench or two in production, but all jobs have to go through
the spray shop. Have you got a big enough team in the spray shop ? Do you have the
people with the right experience ? Does this sound familiar ?
Waves provides the solution. A pre-finished, high quality, ready for use lacquered
board, creating time and doing away with all delays associated with finishing of
materials.
Our high tech finishing line produces a premium quality lacquered finish with
guaranteed colour stability.

Moisture resistance
Waves is produced using an MR core MDF, and an MR adhesive between core and face
veneer. Veneers are finished with five layers of UV lacquer, thus making Waves the
ideal product to use in most wet environment applications; kitchens, bathrooms etc.
Waves - a high quality, moisture resistant, high durability, veneered and pre finished
board.
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Fashion Trends
A choice of five trendsetting colours.
From the classic and natural colours of Oak and Walnut, to the dark brown of Ristretto
waking you with tranquillity in the morning; the range progresses from the light sand
of Dunes to the light grey of Steam. Waves evokes a range of images of a gentle early
morning mist over lightly rippled water.
The grain of the veneer, all in swirls and curves reaches out for images of the sea and
Waves.

Oak Natural

A subtle, but aesthetically beautiful range of colours on wood, to seduce even the
most inspired and creative of designers.
Waves allows you to interpret the vision of your customer to the fullest.

Technically complete and up to date
Waves stands apart from other products. A sheet size of 3050mm x1220mm, the
choice of veneer in Oak and Walnut, the selection of veneers in crown and half
crowns and then laid up in random match to create the appearance of solid wood.

Oak Dune

It’s an offer to consider before all others.
To complete the concept, Waves is presented with a peel off protective film on both
sides, considerably reducing the risk of damage during production and handling.
The Waves collection offers all essential accessories; pre finished and matching
edgings in either glued or unglued, along with matching stylo pens for edge finishing.
Oak Steam

5 Decors:

Oak
Natural

Oak
Dune

Oak
Steam

Oak
Ristretto

Walnut
Natural

Jointing pattern

Random matched crowns, half crowns and false quarters

Dimensions

3050 mm x 1220 mm

Core board

MDF MR

Thicknesses

10 mm A/R or 19 mm A/A

Finishing

Matt lacquered (5%)
Peel off protective film on both faces.

Edges

Veneer edging in rolls of 24mm and 44mm - rolls of 50lm – to match
face veneer colour patterns.

Stylo felt pen

Available to match face veneer colours.

Lacquer

In can of 1litre for Dune, Steam and Ristretto.

Waves veneer

Veneer on fleece in the same decors (2500 x 1220 mm)

Oak Ristretto

Walnut Natural
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